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The introduction of modern invention has left people awestruck; one of the best example being the
launch of latest smartphones. With each passing day, more new and advanced mobile phones are
coming in the market. This is the result of advanced technologies and demand for more suitable &
full-featured communication device. When brands like Samsung, Nokia, Sony, Apple, HTC, LG,
BlackBerry and Motorola are at work and utilize modern science than layman is often provided with
the technology he had only dreamt of. Gone are the days, when higher income class of consumers
was only able to afford mobile phones. The effect of urbanization and globalization has increased
the earning power of the people, with which their purchasing power also increased. And the tough
competition in the mobile market has made the developers to reduce the price of their handsets. As
per the sources, the Latest Mobile Phones Price in India is now much more affordable.

With the pace of invention, more and more mobile phones are being developed that re loaded with
amazing features, latest applications and high-end processing system. Today, phones are
integrated with applications that can only be found in tech-rich gadgets. The advent of latest
technology has transformed these communicative devices into the most powerful infotainment
instrument man ever had. With changing time period, these handsets were changed to
smartphones, generally known as next generation communication devices. There is no dearth of
latest smartphones in the market but gizmo-freaks are still in search of new & latest handsets.
These all revamped handsets are known for their high resolution camera, full HD video recording,
excellent gaming capabilities, reliable business applications and longer service life. In fact the next
generation mobile phones or you can say; smartphones are dominated by GPS, 3G connectivity, Wi-
Fi, document viewer, pocket office, Bluetooth and other more advanced features.

If you visit any tech site, you may be able to locate various reviews and opinions about the mobile
phones. These sites provide the consumers with insight about the functions, performance,
specifications, cost and application of the latest handsets available in the market. Smartphones like
Samsung Galaxy S III and Lava Xolo are the best example of latest communication devices ever
made. Galaxy S III is the much awaited smartphone, which has made people go mad for it. This
mobile phone runs on Android v4.0.4 ICS OS and powered by Quad-core 1.4 GHz Cortex-A9
processor. With its 8MP camera, you will be able to capture most distant images easily and record
high definition videos. Its Super AMOLED capacitive touchscreen will make you feel as if you are
touching water.

Another handset, which is in news these days, is LAVA Xolo X900. The all new mobile phone from
Lava is the first handset to be powered with Intel Atom Z2460 Processor. This sleek and stylish
candy bar smartphone is capable of taking 10 images in burst mode and preloaded with double
Twist. So, these have brought most advanced and greatest technology under one roof. And if you
really want a good taste of latest technology, itâ€™s recommended that you should have a hand on
experience of Latest Mobile Phones.
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